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Much has been written about the Smart Grid including a myriad of definitions and points of view. This
paper is intended to provide yet another point of view though focused solely on the application layers,
how they impact the Distribution Layer and support the communications technologies at each layer. The
entire smart grid success will depend on communications as a “backbone”. Reliable communications
plays a major role insuring that the power generated is distributed properly. Communications has and
will always allocate proper distribution of power needed. Research has shown the loss of Power
Generated, in the US during generation, could be as high as 20 percent. A question to ask yourself is;
“How would your business survive if it had a 20 percent inventory shrinkage rate?”
The Power Providing Layer:
The graphic below provides a very high level point of view of the Layers in the grid. Let’s take a few
minutes to describe the graphic because the language used from here on out will be referring back to this
first graphic.
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The HAN system is uniquely intended as its name defines the “home.” I am using the demand response
system for the commercial and industrial side. Both systems are intended to give the system controller
(mom or the plant manager) the tools to manage power consumption. Each entity can closely optimize
the power consumption by allowing information required to intelligently decide its duty during the
consumption periods, whether peak or off-peak times. With variable rate systems being deployed, the
system controller can do more than optimize consumption for the greater good; they can also substantially
increase savings for a business or home.
These systems (demand) are captured by the HAN then communicated back “upstream” to the power
provider. The data can be wirelessly disseminated up to a collection point where several or many meters’
data are aggregated for communication to a gateway link to the decision system. The gateway layer and
the collector layer device might be the same in any system or could be separate devices. For example:
one large IOUs AMI system, the meters communicate to the collector and the collector to a gateway
device installed on a backhaul tower. Albeit, another system could have the collector as the gateway and
can serve as the backhaul, too. How that is articulated is up to the system architect in the design.
As we did with the power providing side, let’s take a look at the historical objectives of this side of the
business. The original metering systems were put in for one primary reason – billing. Those systems
provided data to the human meter reader who peered into the glass to read the scrolling numbers. After
decades of that original system the AMR systems began to be installed and evolve. These systems also
had billing as the primary objective. Most systems had one way communications from the meter to a
collector whether that collector was on a pole top, in a driving-by vehicle or a walking by human carrying
a receiver.
AMI and the Smart Grid have come along and the objectives have expanded. Certainly, billing remains
as an important objective. Other objectives are articulated in support of the power providing side. The
data from the meter and inside the building are used by the utilities’ intelligent decision support systems
to direct power to where it is needed and away from where it is not needed.
Communications Players:
The objectives and the high level descriptions of the layers are relatively simply to discuss especially at a
simplistic, high level view as used in this paper. Discussing the communications players can have many
more complexities. The place for any utility to decide on what player type to select for any layer is first
dependent on one thing: system objectives. Once the system objectives are clearly articulated, the
selection process amongst the player’s options can begin in earnest. This is not to argue necessarily that
the objectives themselves will clearly point to any single communications option but provide important
guidance on how to make the choices intelligently.
Let’s go back to the graphics. Here is graphic three emphasizing the power providing side of the grid.
Let’s take a look.
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Licensed Radio Systems;
There is one such technology that makes assumptions and sacrifices to achieve robust communications.
That is the licensed radio system. Licensed radios work with the assumption that the spectrum licensee
will not be interfered with by other devices because the FCC (or spectrum owner) will not allow any other
user on that frequency. That is a successful endeavor most of the time.
What keeps everyone from using licensed radio systems? Licenses are sometimes difficult to obtain in
various frequencies because the FCC has previously licensed it to other users. Other frequencies might be
prohibitively expensive for some companies even if licenses are available.
If the system objective includes getting high bandwidth and high volumes of data to the host, licensed
radios are often challenged. In the 400 MHz spectrum, for example: it can be quite difficult to obtain a
license that provides wide enough channel spacing to get the data volume required while attempting to
meet the applications objectives. The 200 MHz systems for example: It can achieve much higher
throughput if sufficient spectrum is acquired. Pricing for this spectrum varies based on too many inputs
including the spectrum owner’s objectives, location, population and more.
An advantage that both unlicensed and licensed radio systems have is coverage. Radio systems have
coverage where ever they are properly installed. Certainly, as things change in the coverage area,
coverage can be compromised. A system redesign can usually recover the full coverage expectations and
required throughput.
Cellular Systems:
Cell phone based systems have a great advantage over radio systems whether unlicensed or licensed. It is
simplicity in deployment. The engineering required with radio systems in a network design is simply not
required for cell phones. If coverage exists, one will initiate, hook ‘em up, turn ‘em on and get data.
There are tradeoffs with cell phone based systems which is why some utilities chose radios over them.
These systems do come with monthly charges with varying data plans they are public systems that share
spectrum with any other device with the provider. As any of us who use a cell phone know, there are
some risks associated with the robust nature of a system. If there is a system outage that is only resolved
when the carrier gets the system in recovery. In the simplest terms; the radio system owner can
immediately address the status of the system or any single locations. Cell systems don’t offer that
advantage.
If the area is a high density, high coverage topology, using public spectrum and cell phone systems are a
great choice for all applications in the systems. In Rural areas, the coverage could be sparse.
PLC and Fiber Systems:
PLC and Fiber wired systems are different than wireless systems in the aforementioned. Fiber optic
cable has the single best reliability over all other systems with the greatest cost. Nothing beats fiber for
where it can be affordably deployed. Fiber systems do fail from various causes as every system has its
risks.

PLC systems are gaining popularity as the technology improves. In power line communications systems,
data is simply transmitted along the existing power lines.
Hybrid Systems:
Because no technology or system is isolated from dysfunction, risk management often requires that
systems such as distribution automation, reside on a system separated from AMI. System objectives and
priorities can differ from organizations, and departments, the option of deploying a hybrid system is a
more viable option.
An example of a Hybrid system is if a large IOU deploys a fully functional smart grid system with
communications covering all applications in this example, especially the DA and AMI applications. AMI
systems have many points and a lot of infrastructure as a natural requirement of the system objectives.
For those reasons alone, the meshing radio systems provide a great tool for the application. There is
enough system density in deploying mesh radios it can reliably detect another radio or enough radios to
prevent an isolated system and loss.
In another scenario, the DA system has its own objectives no matter the state of the AMI system; it must
deliver power to the customers. The AMI system provides critical information for providing data the best
way and the most efficient manner. The DA system, however, can deliver power to the customers, the
consumption side, even in the event that the AMI system is not providing data. The DA system can and
must simultaneously provide system status (outage or no outage) no matter the state of the AMI comms
system and vice versa. Because the level of criticality differs between AMI and DA, the systems should
be on different networks.
Conclusions:
There are a myriad of communications players (technologies) that can be deployed across the smart grid
applications layers. Determining the “best fit” technology for any one layer or overall system can be a
challenge. The first thing to drive the communications technology decision is the objective for the
system. Add in the risk profile of the company and the communications requirements start to take shape.
Is the driver for the system reliability with no consideration to cost? Then, fiber optic cable has got to be
the choice. Of course, I can’t think of any utility that has such resources. And, certainly practicality
becomes a variable in the selection of wireless over fiber. How many highway departments are going to
flippantly allow trenching and associated delays with costs to the department and its constituency? None,
to my knowledge.
After considering the advantages of the technologies themselves, it is also important to consider
advantages and disadvantages of any supplier. The top tier providers will sort themselves out quickly
when it comes to reliability, security, service and long term viability. They also have to have a cultural fit
with the utility culture. If there is a clash in cultural expectations the implementation and post
implementation relationship can offer challenges that can be overlooked in the selection process.
Lastly, the hybrid system might be the best technology choice. Separating the applications from one
another by communications systems just makes sense. Putting the entire system’s eggs all in one
technology basket is risky especially in the event that the utility does not actually even control the basket.

There are situations where the utility is exploring using the public WiFi system for critical infrastructure.
The cost advantages are definitely in place. Are the risks too much? Only the network owner can make
that decision.
Best of luck to all the system owners out there. These are promising times with great potential for the
smart grid to make improvements that positively affect all of our lives from rate improvements to national
security.

